A novel in vivo predictive dissolution testing coupled with a modeling and simulation for hydrogel matrix monolithic extended release oral dosage forms.
The objective of this research was to design a novel in vitro dissolution testing for hydrogel matrix monolithic extended release tablets, in which physiologically relevant conditions of swelling, stress, and erosion for the tablets in the fasted gastrointestinal tract are taken into consideration. Mirabegron extended release tablets (three variations) were used as model formulations in this research. In in vitro dissolution testing, the tablets were allowed to swell in 10 mL of dissolution medium, after which they were stressed under a pressure of ca. 300 g/cm2 and then allowed to erode in a very limited volume of intestinal fluid. The drug release results from this in vitro test were coupled with in silico modeling and simulation to predict individual plasma concentration profiles after oral administration of the extended release tablets to beagle dogs. The results of the in silico simulations indicated that the proposed approach is able to predict in vivo performance of the hydrogel matrix monolithic extended release tablets in individualized simulations.